
IN HONOR COMMUNIQUE ISSUED AT THE END OF THE 2ND MEMORIAL

LECTURE OF LATE MR. JOB OBINNA ONYEUKWU ONYENSO ON SATURDAY

4TH JUNE, 2022 AT SHERATON HOTEL, LAGOS.

1.0.INTRODUCTION

The second Memorial Lecture was held in remembrance of Late Mr. Job Obinna Ikechukwu

Onyeukwu Onyenso, the immediate past Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of

Pathfinders International Limited (Pathfinders). Pathfinders is the first indigenous aviation

security company in Nigeria and first Nigerian private company to extend her operations to

other West African Countries. The theme of the lecture was “ Safety and Security in African

Tourism : Threats, Risks and opportunities’’.

The Chairman was Mr. Paolo Guidi - former Alitalia Airlines Manager (Africa), The Keynote

Speaker was Mr. Nuah Padmore - Director of Aviation Security Liberia Civil Aviation

Authority. There were four erudite discussants : Mr. Daniel Adah - Head of Security Aero

Contractors Company of Nigeria; Mr. Ikechi Uko - Founder Akwaaba ; Mrs. Joy Ogbebo – CEO

of Mamaj Aviation Consultant and Mr. Perceval Uwechue - Regional manager Qatar Airline.

The moderator was Mr. Alex Nwanorue - Manager British Airways. Also, in attendance were:

Mr. Kugbei Tucker - Aviation Security Manager, Sierra Leone Civil Aviation Authority, Mr. &

Mrs. Yannick Aplogan - Station Manager Lufthansa German Airlines, Mr. Bashir A.K.- Federal

Airport Authority of Nigeria (FAAN) Abuja, Mr. Ekelem Airhihen - Assistant General Manager,

Planning Federal Airports Authority of Nigeria (FAAN), Joseph Kyudu - AVSEC Manager

Green Africa Airways, Madam Adetoun Odejimi - British Airways Station Manager (Lagos and

Abuja), Madam Amaka Echetabo - Director IbomAir, Mr. Ossai Edwin – Chief Security

Officer , Dana Airlines, Mrs Taiwa Hirse - Duty Station Manager Lufthansa Group, Abel Ezemu,

CSO DHL Aviation; Captain James Daniel, CEO Omniblu Aviation; Joshua Ameh, CSO

Caverton Helicopters; Francis Okafor, Vice President Arik Airline and other distinguished guests

and stakeholders.

2.0. OBJECTIVES OF THE MEMORIAL LECTURE

The broad objective of the memorial lecture was to honor late Obinna Onyeukwu Onyenso –

popularly called – Mr. CommonWealth, who was very passionate about aviation and contributed

tremendously to the growth of the industry in West Africa. The main objective was to open

discussions on the interaction and synergy between aviation, aviation security and tourism.

From the various presentations, speeches and comments during the Memorial Lecture, came the

following observations and recommendations :

3.0.OBSERVATIONS

The Forum observed, inter –alia, THAT :



i. There is need for strategies to ensure safety and security for air travel to enable the sector

contribute more to the nation’s tourism and economy.

ii. The aviation sector cannot grow to its optimal level without sound principles of aviation

security in place.

iii. Aviation security can then be described as the oil for aviation.

iv. Where passengers do not feel safe to travel by air, they will look for other means of

transportation.

v. Aviation and aviation security can be described as enablers to tourism.

vi. Threats to aviation include airport incidents such as hijacking, attack, bombing, plane crashes,

shoe bomb, liquid bomb, underwear bomb and ink bomb to mention a few.

vii. The activities of the aviation sector has contributed immensely to job creation . Aviation

sector here includes – airlines, airport operators, airport on –site enterprises, aircraft

manufacturers and air navigation service providers. .

viii. From empirical literature, it has been proven that tourism flows would be adversely affected

by terrorism, crime and corruption.

ix. An effective and efficient security service will bring about sustainable growth in tourism.

x. One of the fastest growing sectors in Lagos is hospitality. Domestic tourism in the last 14

months has improved in Lagos. Nevertheless the cost of tourism in Nigeria is very high.

xi. There is scanty of tourism data in Nigeria. Tourism does not sell in public place, it sells

through tourism channels.

xii. Media Terrorism reduce tourism growth in Nigeria and create a negative perception.

xiii. West Africa countries performance in terms of the growth of tourism is far less when

compared to countries in North, South and East Africa countries.

xiv. Safety, security and corruption incidence can discourage would be tourist in the choice of

tourist destination.

xv. Terrorist attacks and other incidence of insecurity will lead to immediate drop in the arrivals

into the affected countries and thereby negatively affect tourism.

xvi. Proper crisis communication is key to the success and growth of tourism. Communication

and perception are key in the growth of tourism.

xvii. 60% of top 10 most visited tourism destinations in Africa are close to water sources.

Countries in West Africa may not have optimal benefit from tourism as no West African

Country appeared in the first ten most visited countries in Africa..

xviii. Without Air access it will be difficult to grow tourism in Africa beyond the average level.



xix. Tourism grows and boosts economic activities and thus improves brand images of a country,

it is a source of foreign exchange and employment generation

xx. Tourism should be built around the culture of the people. .When you down play on the

people`s culture, it will negatively affect the tourism perception of tourist in choosing such

places as tourist destinations.

xxi. Nigeria is not among the 10 most visited tourist destinations in Africa.

xxii. No country in West Africa is among the 10 most visited countries in Africa as at December,

2021.

xxiii. Covid19 Pandemic caused a reduction in the growth of the aviation sector but gradually the

sector has been recovering since mid-2021.

xxiv. The growth of domestic tourism in Nigeria is mainly driven by young people.

4.0. RECOMMENDATIONS.

Against the backdrop of the above observations, the Forum recommended, THAT :

i. Tourism is a gold mine. The governments and other tourism stakeholders should invest

massively in activities that can enhance tourism development.

ii. The Government and other security stakeholders should address the problem of insecurity

with utmost seriousness so as to build trust in the minds of tourist and thereby increase tourist

arrivals into Nigeria .

iii. Government should be intentional in the management of air transportation in order to achieve

optimal benefits from it. They should develop aviation sector strategic management blue print

and implement it fully in compliance with International best practices.

iv. As part of the Africa Union trade treaty, there should be open air access to airline operations

within Africa countries. This will liberalize air transport business in Africa and thereby increase

air travels arrivals and grow tourism.

v. Policies aimed at reducing media terrorism should be put in place as the misuse of the

internet create negative perceptions of the Nigerian people and this has reduced significantly

the number of tourist that choose Nigeria as tourism destinations.

vi. There is the need to fight corruption, terrorism, political instability as this will help in

attracting tourist into the country and possibly make Nigeria one among the first ten most visited

tourist destinations in Africa.

vii. For effective tourism growth, there is the need to market tourism in Nigeria through

proper identification of the tourism channels, dominating the channels and there after

controlling the narratives in the sector .



viii. There is the urgent need for a data base for the tourism sector in Nigeria as there is scanty

or non-availability of statistical data for the sector. This to a large extent has affected effective

planning and triangulation of ideas in the sector.

ix. The ministry of Information, culture and tourism should understand that their role is

multifaceted. As they promote the Nigeria brand they must as well promote safety and security.

x. There is the need to reduce the cost of tourism through government and institutional support

as the cost for tourism has been a major hindrance for the Nigeria tourism sector.

xi. The Aviation industry is indispensable to Africa tourism. Therefore The fight against

corruption, political instability ,unlawful interference must be holistic to encourage more tourist.

xii. The aviation sector stakeholders should do their talk. There are very good analyst when

it comes to problems identification and possible solutions, The problem is usually the inability to

implement the right suggestions.

xiii. Priority should be giving to wining the fight against insecurity most especially in

aviation security and cyber - bullying. Security and aviation safety is important in tourism,

mitigation of occurrences and creating channels that controls communication will boost tourism.

Nkechi Onyenso (Mrs.) LLM (London) FCIS, FCPA

Managing Director/Chief Executive Officer


